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SPCA Officials At Conference At Sea Island

Parker Candidate for Comptroller General

Abbi Nix To Speak At TC Graduation

U.S. Orders Increase In TC Flying Classes

Judge Strange Dies Here Last Saturday Night

Harold Waters Passes At The Age Of 79

Baptist Begin Bible School

Political Announcements To Be Featured In Press

SCS Officials Plan To Execute A Blitzkrieg On Bald Weevil Army

Effective Oct. 1, 1990, all F.S. officers are authorized to use 12-gauge shotguns of any type, and they are encouraged to do so in the fight against the bald weevil. This policy was approved at the recent annual meeting of the S.C. State Board of Agriculture. Another effective date is March 1, 1991, when the 30-caliber M-1 Carbine will be prohibited for the use of all F.S. officers.